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LETTER PROGRAM

About a year ago, citing budget cuts, new responsibilities under the 

Affordable Care Act, and an increased number of requests, the IRS made 

the surprise announcement that it would terminate the Determination 

Letter (DL) program for individually designed plans by the end of 2016. 

The retirement plan system reacted like swimmers watching their lifeguard 

abandon the beach as sharks (litigation) circled them in the water. Plan 

sponsors relied on the DL program as the primary safeguard for their and 

their employees’ tax benefi ts, and as an essential fi duciary governance 

tool. Despite retirement industry attempts to prevent the plan from moving 

forward, the IRS has issued fi nal guidance that may have put the fi nal nail 

in the program’s coffi n. 

Timeline of Guidance
Whether the IRS truly has resource limits or simply wants to encourage employers 

to move out of individually designed plans and into volume submitter or prototype 

plans is unknown. Regardless of industry debate, the IRS is clearly moving 

forward with the plan begun back on July 21, 2015, when it announced plans to 

eliminate the fi ve-year DL remedial amendment cycle for individually designed 

plans effective January 1, 2017. In that announcement, the IRS also said that, 

moving forward, the DL program would only be available for:

  Initial qualifi cation for plans with no Form 5300 fi led or for plans with a fi led 
Form 5300 but no DL.

  Qualifi cation upon plan termination (via Form 5310).

  Limited future circumstances to be determined by the IRS. 
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Overview of the 
Determination Letter 
Program
The DL program assures plan sponsors 

that their retirement plan satisfi es tax 

qualifi ed status requirements, most 

signifi cantly, the deductibility of employer 

contributions and the tax deferred status 

of employee contributions. Most plans 

requested and received DLs from the 

IRS “blessing” the plans when they were 

established. Plans could generally rely on 

this letter even when the IRS approved 

the plan in error. Plan sponsors could 

also request a subsequent letter when 

signifi cantly amending or terminating 

a plan. Originally, the IRS had fi xed 

dates for requesting DLs which created 

a massive number of requests all at 

the same time. So, ten years ago, the 

IRS moved to the fi ve-year staggered 

amendment fi ling cycle we know today.
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In addition, the IRS said it would make corresponding changes to the remedial amendment period (RAP) for disqualifying 

provisions and extend that to December 31, 2017.

Later, on January 1, 2016, the IRS announced that expiration dates on letters issued before January 4, 2016 would no 

longer be operative, and any new letters would not have an expiration date. To encourage plans to move from individually 

designed plans to preapproved plans, the IRS provided a one-year extension (April 30, 2016 to April 30, 2017) for 

employers without a preapproved plan to adopt one. This applied to new and existing individually designed defi ned 

contribution plans. 

Latest Guidance
On June 29, 2016 the IRS issued formal procedures enacting the July 2015 announcement, but with a few new twists:

  IRS Open to “Other Circumstances”—The fi ve-year remedial amendment cycles are gone. Effective January 1, 
2017, DLs for individually designed plans will only be allowed for initial qualifi cation of newly adopted plans, upon plan 
termination, and “in certain other circumstances.” The IRS indicated that “certain other circumstances” would include 
annual consideration of various factors, including:

  Signifi cant law changes.

  New approaches to plan design.

  The inability of certain types of plans to convert to preapproved plan documents.

The IRS was careful to say that even these three factors may not require allowance of interim DL requests if their 

resources are insuffi cient to open a submission window. Sponsors must wait for IRS guidance to fi nd out if/when they 

may request DLs for ongoing plans. The IRS does not currently intend to open a special window. Only requests made 

through the currently-open Cycle A (closing January 31, 2017) will be allowed. 

  Required Amendments List—In an attempt to soften the blow on individually designed plans, the IRS will 
publish a “Required Amendments List” in the fourth quarter of each year. The list will set forth the deadlines for plan 
amendments to adopt any interim law changes. 

  Extended Remedial Amendment Period—The RAP will generally be the end of the second calendar year 
following the year in which the Required Amendment List is issued. Thus a plan amendment mandated by guidance 
listed on the 2017 Required Amendments List will need to be adopted by December 31, 2019. Sponsors must review 
the Required Amendments List and incorporate them annually. The IRS has not modifi ed the deadline for adopting 
discretionary amendments, which still must be adopted by the end of the plan year in which the plan amendment is 
effective. 

  Bonus Operational Guidance List—The IRS recognizes that plan sponsors must comply with any qualifi cation 
requirement changes beginning from the effective date of the change, regardless of the plan’s remedial amendment 
period. Therefore, the IRS announced that it intends to provide another annual list, the “Operational Compliance List,” 
which will identify qualifi cation requirement changes that are effective during a calendar year. Sponsors who stray 
from this list may need to seek counsel to assess possible corrections. 
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How This Impacts You and Next Steps
The demise of the DL program for individually designed plans is unfortunate. 

Many of America’s largest plans, representing the majority of participants, are 

individually designed. The IRS’s inability to continue servicing them has many 

questioning resource allocation. Despite pleadings to the IRS to reconsider or 

even to “pass along” the costs to the plans needing them, the changes are 

moving forward. Losing access to DLs for amendments will mean sponsors 

operate at a great deal of risk when they make changes. 

For sponsors of individually designed plans relying on an old DL, the IRS has 

clearly indicated that you may continue to do so in good faith . . . until your plan 

provisions are amended or affected by a change in law. So for the majority of 

sponsors, the IRS has already reviewed your provisions, allowing you to continue 

to rely on existing letters. But, should you need to change your plan provisions, 

Congress enact new laws, or the IRS come out with a new ruling or regulation, 

action will be needed. As it stands, aside from the chance at the “other 

circumstances” window, individually designed plans will only get formal IRS 

opinion when audited. And then it’s too late. At that point, the IRS can threaten 

disqualifi cation to make plan sponsors submit to audit demands whereas, in the 

past, it was very diffi cult to disqualify a plan that the IRS had already approved.

Any sponsors of individually designed plans contemplating signifi cant future changes should seek qualifi ed 

counsel to assist. While nothing prohibits using an individually designed plan, and in many cases it may be the 

only workable option, sponsors will need to review the IRS lists and tread carefully when making discretionary 

amendments. Where the option exists to move to a prototype or volume submitter plan, sponsors may want to 

consider it. If you have questions, please contact your Lockton Retirement Services team.


